


PAYMENT METHOD:

❑  MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

The Secret Of  Montezuma
This is the third item in the beautiful and colorful Aztec Series from Thomas. It is
a clever item that is easy to reset and is quite mystifying. You show the four medallions
of ancient Aztec gods, including the great and powerful Montezuma, arranged
neatly on a stand. The performer turns his head away from the audience and they
are asked to remove any medallion, keep it secure in their hand, and close up the
lid so that the performer is unable to see which one they have.

The performer then shows the stand all around, clearly showing there is no way to
know which medallion they have chosen. He then turns his attention to a neat
looking container that holds another closed box�all of which has been in view
since the beginning. The closed box is removed and a single piece of parchment is
removed. The box is clearly shown empty. The spectator now reveals the medallion
that they removed earlier and the parchment is opened by the spectator and it is
seen to be a perfect match!

This effect has no complex set-up, instantly resets and no memory work is required,
as Thomas has even engraved the images of the gods in the top of the box for an
easy reminder of the order. It uses a clever idea for the performer to divine which
medallion is chosen (which can even be used behind your back or blind folded). It
really is a very well thought out miracle!

This new Aztec Series has something for everyone!  Only a small number remain.

Note: Ad copy is used with permission from Andy Martin via www.martinmagic.com.

  $250

http://www.martinmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-secret-of-montezuma-2105-thomas-pohle/
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Neptune�s Orb
Buma�s Newest Gem...

The performer introduces an EMPTY
band about 14 inches in length, it
contains two small pearls, one
permanently attached at each end of the
band. The performer positions the band
horizontally, held taut between their
hands.  A spectator is asked to hold out
both of their hands, palms down and
positioned (stacked) one atop the other.
The performer now positions the center
of the EMPTY but tautly held band
directly under the spectator�s palm down
hands. At the performer�s request, the
spectator separates their hands from

above the center of the band revealing the center of the band which now contains
a large shimmering pearl PERMANENTLY threaded onto the very center of its
tautly held band.

Next, the performer takes the band with the large pearl and holds it taut horizontally
between their hands and asks the spectator to touch the large pearl. Suddenly,
slowly and visibly the large pearl starts to move on its own,  first a little to the left
then a little to the right, then moves almost all the way to the left, then moves back
to the center of the band.

Finally the performer takes the band with the large pearl and holds it taut between
their hands vertically, then at the performer�s command, the large pearl descends,
then with another command from the performer the large pearl stops. This is
repeated again, then the performer commands it to the band�s middle at which
time the large pearl is seen to rise up, ascend like an elevator to the center of the
band. You may even have the pearl answer yes or no questions, locate a selected
item or items or just move when and where you want it to along the band!

Performance Benefits: Fits in your shirt pocket,
no setup. Easy to master�no threads, wires, magnets�
nothing is added or taken away, examinable before
during and after your performance.  Performed seated,
standing and while surrounded, involves no sleeve work,
may be performed shirtless.

Handcrafted  by Buma.  Includes FREE Buma leather
carrying case for the pearl and the carrying of
your packet effects, business cards and other
smaller props. Case features magnetic buttons and
belt clip�all Buma quality. Website features more
photos of the Pearl and Case!

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/neptunes-orb-buma-house-of-magic/
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Buma�s FingerTration!
SEEING IS BELIEVING...The performer
borrows a paper bill currency from any
spectator and displays both sides of the bill.
The performer then folds the bill in half
lengthwise, held horizontally in the
performer�s left hand with the now folded
over section of the bill facing downward.  The
performer then points upward into the fold
from underneath the bill with the index finger
of their right hand, directly at the center of
the bill�s open �middle�.

The performer now partially inserts their
right hand index finger into the bottom of
the bill�s open center when suddenly they
thrust their index finger right through the
center of the bill��in one side and out the

other��the performer�s index finger is now actually seen to be emerging from
atop the other side of the bill, its �outside� surface.

The performer now lifts up the folded part of the bill to better show his index
finger actually penetrating through the bill �in one side and out the other.� The
performer then turns the penetrated bill vertically and visibly retracts his index
finger completely out of the bill only to be seen visibly re-thrusting his extended
index finger back into the vertical bill, only this time through a different spot on
the bill.  The performer is now seen to visibly slide their penetrating index finger
vertically up or down, right through the center of the bill when suddenly they are
seen to pull their finger completely out of the bill.  The performer immediately
flattens and displays the bill to show there are, in fact, no rips, tears, holes or slits
whatsoever, for the borrowed bill is unharmed.  The performer then returns the
bill back to the spectator in pristine condition.

Performance Benefits:
Always ready to perform, the gimmick fits in your shirt pocket.  Easy to master, no
mechanics, nothing to break, no parts to replace.  Under your complete control at
all times, may be instantly repeated. Totally Impromptu!  All items are borrowed
and actually used in your presentation.  Involves no sleeve work, may be performed
shirtless.  Can be performed seated or standing. Great for walk around, tradeshow
and close-up performance.  No threads, wires, magnets or mirrors involved.
Completely original in design and execution.  Hand crafted one at a time by Buma
in limited numbers, assuring you BUMA quality.   Comes complete with easy to
follow, photo illustrated instructions.  Fully designed, crafted, illustrated and routined
by BUMA.  Unlike any other gimmick Buma has ever designed before.

�Whether you�re working for tips, performing in a restaurant, cruise ship,
tradeshows or even on the street, Buma�s FingerTration is the perfect audience
participation effect that puts their money in your hand !�  --Joe Stevens

$25Not eligible for coupon!

You Hear
The Bill
Being

Penetrated!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fingertration-buma/
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Durable Utlity Items

Powell Magic Presents...
Remote Control
Card Fountain

At the performer�s command, an entire deck
of cards fly out of a box, bag or hat! What a
dramatic way to find a selected card. No better
way to draw a crowd than cards flying several

feet in the air!  Look
what sets this
equipment apart from
similar devices:  The
electronics aren�t bulky.
The whole gimmick is compact (just 3 x 3 x 3.5-inches) and
will fit inside a small box or paper bag. The operation is
remote controlled. Simply press the on button and the cards
shoot out; press off and the wheel stops. The keychain
remote control will work up to 150 feet away so performer
can activate the fountain at any time. Compact, reliable,
impressive!

$295

Voitko Magic
Presents...

Close-Up Case
This is a very nice accessory for those
of you who are looking for an easy
way to get double-duty! Can easily
carry�very lightweight�but also can
be used as a performance pad!  Case
measurements are: 17x12x2-inches.

Enhancements:  Each of these cases
has been fitted with a black felt top�which is paramount to a close-up pad.  The
black felt is also lined �inside� the cases on both top and bottom (internal).  Wings
have been added to both sides, allowing you, the performer, to have reasonable
cover when you are going into and out of the case to get your props. Very well
thought out when you think about it.

NOTE: there are some MINOR cosmetic issues with these cases that make them
less than perfect. This is only noticed where the black felt has been cut on the top
of the units. That stated, each unit is full-functional, and we are talking �minimal�
issues. That is also why the price is $15.00 less. Repeat: NONE of these issues
are severe in any way, if even noticeable!

Limited Quantities...$65

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/close-up-case-viktor-voitko/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/remote-control-card-fountain-dave-powell/
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Password Protected
Eric Samuels�
TableVision

Incredible Price!  Incredible Value!  Get it
NOW before the price goes UP!

While your back is turned, imagine having someone
draw on just about anything, with almost any writing
instrument and place it face-down on a nearby table
� a table which you�ve been using throughout your
show. You then duplicate their drawing with as much
or little detail as you like!

This is the proverbial tip of the iceberg of possibilities
with TableVision.  TableVision allows you to perform
drawing duplications, hands-off Sneak Thief effects,
multiple-object routines, living or dead tests, blindfold
psychometry, and we�re just getting started! You can
instantly identify drawings, written names,
photographs, playing cards, coins, and so much more.

How does TableVision work? This innocent,
contemporary performance table has a
devastating secret! Just about anything
placed on the tabletop can be instantly
identified using reliable cutting-edge
technology.

Please Note: this page is �password�
protected!  Access this link below:
www.stevensmagic.com/?p=45929
Password: all lower case.  Hint: First name
Tony. Wrote a mentalism book in 1968 -
titled �13 .................� What is his last name? Last name only is the answer!

BONUS:  FREE 7-inch Android Tablet with each
table!

�TableVision is the Ferrari of the mentalism tools! Finally
an innocent prop which allows you to perform miracles.
The limit really is your imagination.� -- Luca Volpe

 $1,395
US shipping esitmated - $70.00

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?p=45929
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/45930/
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Penetrating Effects
Roscoe & RoseRed  Presents...

Necksnapper
Astonish your street, stage, parlor or close-up audiences
with this startling illusion.  In clear view, you wrap
TWO thick chains around your neck, tie them tight

and then in plain sight�YANK
THEM VISIBLY THROUGH
YOUR NECK!

Packs small.  Packs LIGHT
because the chains are plastic.
Plays HUGE!  Gives the believable
illusion of heavy metal chains�
even in the parlor.  Easy to
perform solo or use FOUR chains
with your assistant.  Audience may
examine the chains.  Roscoe
regularly performs his

Necksnapper surrounded.  Comes with two thick
plastic chains, the secret gimmick and Roscoe�s
instructions, sketches, patter and performance ideas.

�RoseRed and I call it the Necksnapper because
that�s the audience reaction�every single time!

Even friends and regular fans who have seen our show a dozen times hunt us
up afterward to tell us it�s �just plain impossible�.  It�s our closer.�  --Roscoe

$47.50
Ball Thru Hand

The performer displays a solid brass plunger and a
solid steel ball.  The ball is dropped into a brass cup,
which is resting atop the back of the performer�s hand.
The plunger is used to press the ball �flat� ...or so they
think.  The plunger is removed and the ball has
vanished, only to appear moments later as it falls
through the performer�s hand.

This may read simple, but the effect on your audience
is staggering.  This is just an impossible feat!  A true
piece of real magic that you will use often.  Hand
polished and fitted for beauty and precision.

Comes complete with brass plunger, cup, steel ball
bearing and detailed instructions.  Resets in 30 seconds.
Viking products give you the power to create miracles
with their precision.  Made in the USA.

 $55

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/necksnapper-roscoe-rosered/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ball-thru-hand-viking/
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Truly Baffling

Klaus The Mouse
Here comes the cutest trick you ever
owned, Klaus The Mouse. Don�t
underestimate this effect! Women love the
mouse because she is so cute, men like
the mouse because they want to figure out
why it works and they have no clue.

Klaus The Mouse is a trained wind-up
toy that will find any selected and signed
playing card. Klaus will not only stop at
the spectator�s card; at your will the mouse pushes away all other cards above it!
Or it will immediately kick out the chosen card from the card spread!

Don�t take this innocent looking wind-up mouse for a Chinese kid�s toy. The
mouse is cleverly gimmicked and works with any Poker Deck! The effect is easy to
perform, the mouse can be examined as well as the spectator�s freely chosen card.
You will love your cute new assistant. The mouse comes in random colors.

 Not a Cheezy Trick!        $35

Magic Squared
Andi Gladwin�s highly acclaimed
close-up and parlor masterpiece
takes the classic Magic Square to
new heights. Many performers
close their show with the Magic
Square�and it�s a worthy closer.
But imagine how much stronger
it is with Magic Squared.

You show a stack of cards with
numbers and you use a selected
number to perform the magic
square WITH the number cards.

Every row, column and diagonal adds up to the chosen number. You then show
dozens of combinations of numbers that add up to the chosen number.

Every other Magic Square routine ends there to great applause. But where other
Magic Squares end, Magic Squared is just getting started. You turn the board
upside down to show that the same cards now add up to a second randomly
selected number, creating a unique, incredible performance piece that is, truly,
hard to top.

No memory. No mathematics. No sleight-of-hand. Perfect for close-up or parlor
audiences. A self-working, double magic square!

 $50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-squared-by-andi-gladwin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/klaus-the-mouse/
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Gary Plants Presents...

Robert-Houdin�s
Protean Pack

Of Cards
Three cards are selected by three
spectators�the King of Hearts, the Jack
of Spades and the Ace of Hearts.

When the King of Hearts is placed on the
bottom of the deck, the entire deck is now
seen to consist of nothing but King of
Hearts. Then, the Jack of Spades is placed
on the bottom of the deck and the entire
deck consists of nothing but Jack of
Spades. This is repeated once more with
the Ace of Hearts. At the end, all of the
cards are once again seen to be ordinary.

$30

Magnetized
Cards

Cards are placed onto the magician�s
palm in a circular pattern.

The hand is slowly turned over and the
cards mysteriously cling, as though
magnetized, to the magician�s palm.

When the magician desires, all the
cards immediately drop from the palm
to the table.

�Your version and solution of the
classic magnetized cards is the best!
I am sure Leipzig would not only be
fooled by it, he would be proud to
use it!  I am putting this one into  my
repertoire NOW!  Thanks!�
--Eric De Camps

  $25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/protean-deck-robert-houdin-gary-plants/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=magnetized+cards&post_type=product
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Magical Miracles

Mark Jenest�s
MagiCard

It�s magic everywhere you want to be!
Keep this magical credit card in your wallet,
and you'll always be ready to perform spur-of-the-
moment miracles for strangers. It's packed with magic
and gags, all built into a realistic looking credit card.

The MagiCard comes complete with the very realistic
custom-designed credit card plus illustrated instruction.
There are five miracles just inside your wallet!

 $15
Chameleon Deck

The magician displays a pack of playing cards to
the audience by riffling it. All cards are shown to
be different and blue-backed.

He takes the top and the bottom cards from the
pack, waving those three times to show that all the
other cards have turned identical! He then shows
that the backs of all the cards have changed from
blue to red. All the card fronts and backs have
changed! To finish, the magician quickly reverts the
entire deck back to a regular blue-backed deck of
playing cards. The trick resets instantly and can be
repeated immediately. Very easy to do.

  $15

Muckless Muck
Created by Jared Kopf and handmade by
Gary Plants (enough said).  A special card that
beats any specially made card I have seen in my 40
years of magic!  A wonderful routine that is of the
highest thought out routine as well!

The card is based on the brilliant ideas of Charles
Jordan and Gaetan Bloom.  Over the years,
several magicians have employed similar gimmicks

for various card routines, but none have utilized the wonderful attributes of the
Jordan/Bloom principle!

Phase 1 is a guileful pseudo-mucking demonstration that requires nothing but an
ordinary deck of cards! Phase 2 apparently repeats Phase 1, but actually uses the
gimmick to deliver what Jon Racherbaumer called an �eye-arresting version of
the last trick of Dr. Jacob Daley�!  If you are a card  lover, you will want this effect!

 Extra Bonus Effect Included!                 $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magi-card-mark-jenest/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chameleon-deck/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=muckless+muck&post_type=product
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Gimpy Magic Presents...

The Case Of  The Curious Cubes
This one is going to be HOT for a long time!  Gimpy is BACK!  And his latest
miracle is getting a lot of attention!  Stevens Magic Emporium Exclusive
Item! Based on the Eric Lewis original. We have taken this vintage effect and
completely revamped it. All new mechanisms make this new version even more of
a fooler, and it can now be done close-up!

A wooden cabinet is shown with the doors open in the front and the back so the
audience can view completely through the case. Twelve cubes are shown with
playing card pips on some of their sides. A card is freely chosen�NO FORCE.
The blocks are placed randomly in the cabinet and the doors are closed. The card
is now revealed and the doors are reopened to show that the cubes have been
magically rearranged to depict the chosen card! The blocks are then pushed onto
the table and may be examined. The blocks are solid hardwood, and the 8 x 12-
inch cabinet is made of quarter sawn black walnut with maple accents. This effect
is built to last and finished with a hand-rubbed oil finish for which Gimpy�s products
are known.

As each item is hand crafted, availability can be scarce. Note: This item is not
eligible for any discounts, promotions or coupons.

$350

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-case-of-the-curious-cubes/
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The Spirits Have It!
Spirit Bulb

The Magic Light Bulb has been one of the
best selling effects of all time.  But there is as
we all know, nothing in the �mid-price� range
for this utility item�until now! Many of us
would love to own Labco, Pro-Mystic and
Ceseral products... For good reasons�their
quality is exceptional.  But what has been
missing is a line with price points that are
more affordable and still have a degree of
quality and dependability to them.

The Spirit Bulb (AKA Magic Light Bulb), is
a perfect balance of quality and price. It
features remote control capacity. Granted it
doesn't have all the features of the higher
priced models, but in its most basic form�it
does the same thing. So, we are excited to
announce this product, at an incredible price
when you consider what you get. This is perfect for any haunted or seance theme.

The bulb features real time �on/off� mode, and the performer also has the option
of making the bulb blink on and off.  It's a good size bulb�so visibility isn't a
problem.  It illuminates very well, even in a well-lit room, it's easy to discern the
bulb is illuminated.  Better yet, turn the lights down a bit and you will get an
exponential return in brightness.  Easily rechargeable!  Operates via Remote Control.

  $150

The Brema Magic Nut
We found these in our warehouse!  Get them while
you can, will sell out fast!

A small brass nut is
passed to a spectator
to thread onto a
piece of cord. He
firmly holds the ends
of the cord.  The
performer drapes a
handkerchief over
the nut, reaches

underneath and magically removes the nut!  It�s
impossible!  The nut can be minutely examined.
This is one of the world�s greatest pocket effects.
Use your own handkerchief or silk.

  Only 14 Available!     $20

Catalog Only Item!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spirit-bulb/
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Comedy Magic
Japanese
Egg Cup

A great comedy prop for
children�s shows. Magician
invites a spectator up to help and
places a magic hat on his head.
Next an egg is cracked into a
clear bowl and stirred. The
magician asks if anyone is
thirsty, gesturing to the audience
if they would like a drink of raw
egg! The magician picks up an
aluminum tumbler and pours the

contents of the  clear bowl containing the egg into it. Then he takes the hat off the
boy and turns it up, grabs the tumbler (that now has the egg), and long pours it
straight into the hat! You can actually see the egg going into the hat. The
magician looks inside the hat and makes a huge grimace.  Performer gestures
toward the spectator trying to put the hat back on his head -  but the spectator
will have none of it.  Magician walks into the audience asking if anyone else
would like to wear the magic hat � all squirm away from the magician. Finally the
magician wonders what all the fuss is about and shows the hat completely void and
dry and puts it on his own head proving it is a magical hat!

This trick is practically self working.  The handling is natural and easy to do.  The
cup will not tarnish or rust.  The performer may present this without a helper.  The
hat may be borrowed.  The hat is non-gimmicked. Allows for other routines with
other liquid items, not just eggs.

Note: This prop does NOT come with a hat, only the professional high-quality
gimmick manufactured in Japan.   You can buy the Fez Hat shown in the
photo above, or use your own hat.

     Egg Cup...$68
Fez Hat...$7.50

Go to: www.stevensmagic.com and click e-mail specials! Add your e-mail
address and you�ll be among the first to learn about new limited availability items.
You�ll also be eligible for FREE products, additional discounts, as well as be �in the
know� about the latest gossip and action in the world of magic!

http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/egg-cup/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/egg-cup/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fez-hat-for-egg-cup/
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Henri Beaumont�s
HWallet

If you are like �many,� your search for a quality
wallet (or portfolio), has been long, tedious and
without reward! All that changes NOW! All the
following criteria are possible with the HWallet!
The HWallet offers a multitude of functions! The
HWallet could also be used in the most
professional conditions! Even better, you could
also utilize this same wallet for everyday use! It
was manufactured in a high-quality leather to
ensure a longer life for heavy use. It is designed
for professionals and enthusiasts who wish to have
a functional tool allowing them to daily do magic
and mentalism effects at any time.

And this wallet comes with five routines: Almost
Kolossal, Zemeckis,  Homing Card, Ubiquity and
Slumdog.

Comes with wallet and explanatory DVD (English
and French).  Features and Benefits include:
Card portfolio, Card without palming portfolio,
JUICE, Out To Lunch, Shogun, Multiple Output,
Internal Peek and External Peek/Drop.

  $160

BD31
An Awesome Any Card

At Any Number!
A prediction inside a Birthday Card is
shown and is in plain view during the
routine. You ask them for the DAY their
birthday falls on�and the SPECTATOR
deals the cards�one at a time until their
day. The cards before and after their
card are DIFFERENT, you even show
the rest of the deck as all different! Then you open the prediction, and the card at
the birthday number is written down!

A perfect Birthday Gift for your spectator.  Easy to do. Instant reset. Perfect for
walk around.  BD31 can also be done as a wedding anniversary or any other
special date!  INCLUDES SPECIAL BICYCLE DECK!

   $20

Too Good To Miss!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hwallet-henry-beaumont/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bd31-joe-fox-magic-apple/
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Antique Collectibles
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

Let us selel your collectibles�Contact Joe or Mark

P&L
Double Drum
Head Tube

Very Good Condition

Thayer
Devil�s Pillars
Good Condition

Thayer
Keg Or Barrel

Of Plenty
Good Condition

Thayer
William Tell Card Tray

Good Condition

Thayer
Finger Guillotine

Very Good Condition

Thayer
Gold Gesso
Rice Vase

Fair Condition

Thayer
Master Coin Tray

Very Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Antique Collectibles

For more information a FREE color catalog,
please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See PDF catalog on the website.

Thayer
Baffo Box

Good Condition

Rings & Things
Mandarin

Transformation
Very Good Condition

Owens
Rapid Rabbit Vanish
Very Good Condition

Okito-Williams
Sleeve Productions
Very Good Condition

Fakini
Color Changing

Plumes
Excellent Condition

Merv Taylor
Bird Cage

Good Condition

Sucker Cigarette Die
Box with Camel
Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Well Contructed�Exclusives
Cagliostro�s Key

aka Spirit Key
Once performed and handed to the spectator,
it may be closely and fully inspected. There is
absolutely nothing to find, no seam, no
pinholes, no weld joints, nothing! The key is
perfectly balanced for the Haunted Key move
forward as well as backward and is gaffed for
the �twisting� effect. This will badly fool those
�in the know�.

The key is 4 9/16 inches (116 mm) and the
bow is 1 1/8 inches wide. And weighs 1.3
ounces. It comes in a beautiful red velvet
jewelry box with the proper �resetting
tool�.

The routine is amazing. The performer first
causes the key to turn over in their hand

during their favorite routine. (With practice you may even cause the key to turn
over in the spectator�s hand!)

This is where the similarity ends. At this point the artist asks the spectator to rub
the perfectly aligned key on the barrel and slowly the bit twists 90 degrees from
the bow. Immediately the key is handed out and spectator absolutely can find
nothing out of the ordinary, except a sold, twisted key!

Great close-up effect! Carry in your pocket�ready to perform at a
moment�s notice.  Excellent craftsmanship.  Made in Europe, quality magic.

Original Price $650!               $350

Fan Of  Cards
Instant Card Fan To Jumbo Card Fan

Performer shows a card fan (regular size) and it
instantly changes into a JUMBO card fan!

All hand-made and
constructed.  If you
perform magic, a
manipulative act or a
music, silent act�this
could be for you!

Instant magic is always a crowd pleaser!

Fast & Colorful!    $47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cagliostros-key-aka-spirit-key/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fan-of-cards/
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Puzzling Magic
Merlin�s Magic Elixir

The performer removes 10 marbled blocks of
wood from a beautifully decorated hardwood box.
The pieces form a rectangle around which a white
frame fits exactly. As he puts the puzzle together,
he tells how he was sold the puzzle plus some

very expensive magic elixir, which was supposed
to be necessary for solving the puzzle.  He

solved it without taking the elixir�only to
be told that he was missing a piece!  He

added the piece and still solved the puzzle
without the elixir!  But, there was yet
another extra piece.  So, he took that

piece and, once again, solved the puzzle
without the elixir.  So, why did he need the magic

elixir?  He has added two pieces to the puzzle�and it
is still exactly the same size!  The rectangular frame still fits around the puzzle!
How in the world is this possible?  In order to find this out, you will probably need
to take a couple drinks of that magical elixir!  More than a puzzle, it�s a
magical effect as well!

Here�s what you get:  The beautiful wooden drawer box (non-gimmicked), the
puzzle, a white cardboard frame and exceptionally detailed instructions with frame-
by-frame illustrations and highly entertaining story.  Translations by Bill Palmer.

 Regular Size...$175

Solve the puzzle.
EASY!

Add a piece &
 solve the puzzle!

HOW CAN THAT BE?
Add another piece &

solve the puzzle
again!!

HAND ME THAT
BOTTLE OF ELIXIR!

Available
Again!!

Finn Jon�s
Paper To Bills

The performer produces and shows five pieces
of blank white paper, on both sides (front and
back). The performer closes the fan of paper,
snaps them and VIOLA the white paper
changes to currency!    All is done with a snap
of the wrist and no skill required.

If you are looking for a high impact and visual
effect that quickly commands attention and
bewilderment�this is a must have item!  Very
well made and constructed to last.  Highly
recommended from one of the magic world�s
greatest thinkers...Finn Jon.

   $25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-puzzle-reg-size-voit-exclusive/.
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Magicland Presents...
Back Drop

Back Drop is a great visual effect that really
will cause a great deal of unusual faces from
your spectators as you perform it.

Magician has a spectator choose a card and it
is returned to the deck�the magician is going
to find the card in a completely innovative way.
Holding the deck, he bangs it down onto his
other palm, repeating this gesture a few times
and incredibly the back of the cards start to fall
down � visually melting! The rest of the card
backs are shown and they, too, are melting
away, with one exception! As the magician fans
through the backs of the melted and distorted
cards, there is only one card that hasn�t melted!
It is turned over and is the spectator�s card!

No Difficult Sleights.  Custom Crafted Deck by
Ton Onosaka.  Only available in RED back
Bicycle Only.

$38

Tommy Wonder�s
The Squeeze

The magician has a BIG problem! He has this
poker-sized Bicycle deck, and is handed a
miniature card box from a spectator! The
spectator says, �If you�re a real magician you
could make that poker sized deck fit into this
miniature card box!� The challenge is on, and
the magician, while nervous, prepares to
�magish!� Giving it his best, he starts to squeeze
the card deck, trying to force the cards inside the approximately 1/3 smaller card
box. This goes on for a bit�understandably and finally, the magician loses his
stamina and when his hands move away, what is revealed is amazing. Half the
deck has actually been squeezed and morphed into the tiny card box and the other
half remains poker-sized!  �But the job is not finished,� the spectator yells! The
magician gathers up his remaining strength and, to the amazement of all, actually
finishes the job and closes the lid to the small box that now magically houses a
pocker-sized deck.  Comes with everything you need to perform this effect!

  $38

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/back-drop-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-squeeze-tommy-wonder-onosaka/
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Small But Mighty

Bounce No
Bounce Balls

When you open the Bounce No
Bounce Balls, you may think you�ve
been tricked�like we�ve played a mean
trick on you. Two black rubber balls look
and feel the same, but try bouncing
them. One rebounds in a most lively
manner while the other ball is as
bounceless as a piece of clay. It�s not a
trick�the balls are made out of two
different types of rubber. One ball is
elastic, which bounces back. The other
ball, however, is inelastic and lies lazily
on the floor. Use the Bounce No
Bounce Balls to demonstrate and
explore the properties of potential and
kinetic energy. Ages 8 and up.

No Cheap Imitation!       $12.50

Funken Ring
Available Again!

Making a ring that is affordable, yet
durable and has a substantial larger spark
volume than the previous models.

A flash of sparks is at your command
from your fingers!  Safe to use! Easy to
do! Wind it up and you are ready in less
than 30 seconds! Wonderful for MC
work or comedians that want a product
that delivers and does not stop working
after two or three times!

New Lower Price...$25

Invisible Thread
Pre-Stripped

No waste of time stripping out of nylon!
We�ve taken the work out for you!  Our
little elves have worked all day and all night to please you�this thread is for any
invisible thread effect!

Uses:  Any floating items that can be supported by thread�rising cards; floating
corks, floating cards.  Now you can enjoy one of the �oldest gimmicks in the magic
world� with less effort!

You get three 10-foot lengths of thread that is suecured on a card (see photo).

 $15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bounce-no-bounce-balls/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/funken-ring-german-harold-voit/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/invisible-thread-pre-stripped/
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Kreis Magic Winners
Magnetic Half  Dollar

Super Strong Coin
Forget about everything you have ever known, seen
or learned in the past regarding PK Coins.  When
you want the absolutely strongest magnetic PK Coins
ever�these are them.

Back in the last 1990's I met Mr. Kreis in Nagoya, at
the UGM Convention.  He gifted me with one of the
finest crafted coins I had ever seen. Mr. Kreis is a
�master� at putting together some of the finest gaffed products in the world!

This magnetic coin is made from a real US Half Dollar for all your performance
needs. Perform various tricks with this amazing magnet.  Strong attracts each other
through 26mm spacer.   These come in sets of two or single coins.

FREE DVD With Double Coins...$100
Single Coin...$48

Blind Sight
You can perform a variety of
mind blowing tricks with this
special, custom made gimmick.
Three poker chips ($10, $50,
$100) are placed face down on
a table. A spectator freely
switches position of the poker
chips, and then puts one of

them into the brass box without seeing the value on the
chip face and puts the lid on. Now two chips are left on
the table. The spectator is asked to hold the higher value
poker chip in the right hand, and the lower value one in
the left hand. Then the performer tells the value of each
poker chip in the spectator�s hands and in the box!
Comes complete with brass box, 3 poker chips and
detailed instructions sheet in English and Japanese
languages.

$26.50

Check out all items from Kreis Magic on ourCheck out all items from Kreis Magic on ourCheck out all items from Kreis Magic on ourCheck out all items from Kreis Magic on ourCheck out all items from Kreis Magic on our
website! This is Close-Up Magic at its best!website! This is Close-Up Magic at its best!website! This is Close-Up Magic at its best!website! This is Close-Up Magic at its best!website! This is Close-Up Magic at its best!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=kreis+magnetic+half+dollar&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-us-half-dollar-super-strong-by-kreis-magic-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-us-half-dollar-super-strong-by-kreis-magic-trick-dvd/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/blind-sight/
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Kreis Magic Close-Up Wonders
Unbalance

The performer stands two decks of cards on their
side and gently balances a toothpick across them.
Now, he carefully removes a deck from under one
end of the toothpick. The toothpick remains balanced
on the one remaining deck! A spectator is allowed
to tap the point of the toothpick making it fall off
the deck. Now, no matter what they try, the
spectators cannot repeat the feat!

�I love this close up miracle! You cannot believe
that a tiny toothpick can be gimmicked, but it is.
Don�t expose it...It�s too good!� --Joe Stevens

$20

Chain Thru
(With CD Explanation)

A small chain, a nut and bolt are
given to a spectator. The nut and
bolt have holes drilled through them
for the chain to pass through. The
spectator is asked to thread the bolt
through the nut and then place the
chain through the hole. The
spectator is then asked to turn the

bolt and thread it further through the nut. The chain won�t allow it! The spectator
cannot make it turn. The magician then takes the chain, nut, and bolt back from the
spectator and threads the bolt on thru!! This effect happens right in front of the
spectator�s eyes!  Includes Instructional CD-ROM containing both a performance
and explanation of the effect.  Limited quantities on this item!

$11

Cointum Tunneling
The magician shows a clear small container and
takes off the lid. There is a coin inside. He picks it
up and screws the lid onto the container. He then
slams the lid with the coin. As a result, the coin
immediately penetrates into the container. You can
give it to a spectator to take out the coin from the
container.

Notes: Does �not� come with coins�you can use
any coins. This is a �good thing� as it allows you to use not only your own country�s
coinage, but also the type you wish as well.

     $25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/unbalance-kreis-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cointum-tunneling-by-kreis-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chain-thru-kries-magic/
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More Close-Up Kress Magic

Safety Box
A small round brass box is shown with a
brass bolt through a hole in the center.
The performer unscrews the nut,
removes the bolt and hands the box to
a spectator. The spectator removes the
lid to find a coin filling the bottom of the
box! There is no way that the spectator
can get the bolt through the box with
the coin inside!

�Fabulous engineering! What a
gimmick! Cleverly made, excellent
close up effect!�   --Joe Stevens

$27

Perfect Egg
Finally an EGG that is better than the
old Weller EGG! Swirl it in a glass and
the pieces of paper grow into a real
EGG! Hard to find...don�t miss out on
this one!

The performer pulls a tissue from a small travel
pack and tears it up. Suddenly the tissue pieces
have transformed into an egg! The performer
reaches for a glass and breaks the real egg
into the glass. Impossible. Perfect Egg is a high
quality latex egg perfect for your traditional
Egg on Fan routine or any other egg routine.

$25

Perfect Link
A clever close up miracle! Easy to do!
Entertaining! A real penetration!

The performer has a spectator thread a
ring onto a ribbon. He holds the ends
of the ribbon up as the performer covers
the ring with a handkerchief and ties it
to the ribbon with a bowknot. The
handkerchief is removed and the
spectator is asked to pull the ends of the
ribbon. The ring drops right off the
ribbon! Ring and ribbon are handed out
for examination. Amazing.

$23

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/perfect-link/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/perfect-egg-kreis/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/safety-box-kreis/
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Oracle Pad
Imagine what in the past wasn�t
imaginable in the world of magic
and mentalism! Our friends at
Feather Touch Magic in Japan have
provided just that and we are very
excited to be able to offer this
product exclusively in the US!

This apparatus is a way for you to have a
person (or persons) think of any 2,3 or 4
digit number, or a shape (like a circle,
square, triangle or rectangle) or even a
person�s name per chance! You ask that
person(s) to concentrate mentally on their
selected impression. You open up a high-
quality notepad (not something cheap, but made of high quality leather) and you
begin to write�than you close the pad firmly. You then ask the spectator (or spectators
if more than one was involved in creating a number) what their impression was.

They verbalize that the number they chose was 2520! A totally impromptu number
thought up either individually or in a group. What happens next is the equivalent
of one of the most powerful effects that demonstrates real psychic powers. You
open the note pad, to clearly show the number that is featured on that pad to be
2520!

As an additional �kicker� you tear off that sheet and hand it to the spectator(s) as
a memento to this truly remarkable feature of psychic ability.

What you have is a marriage of an uncanny effect coupled with professional quality
that a top executive would expect in terms of materials and constructions.

IMPORTANT POINTS:

1) No swami gimmick (nothing attached to
    hand).

2) Never touch the writing surface after
     predicted (shut the pad�s cover).

3) Written prediction always faces to spectator
     after pad�s cover is shut.

4) Very fair and clean prediction!

 Great Price...$110

NOTE: Optional Availability:  Refill pad for Oracle Pad is A7 size pad.  The size is
74mm x 105mm.

Refill Kits...$18

Stevens Magic Exclusive

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/oracle-pad-2-0-feather-touch-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/oracle-pad-2-0-feather-touch-magic-refill-kit-only/
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Fearson Magic Presents...
Ultimate Levitation

Pen
Steve Fearson has created the first Sharpie
designed specifically for levitation.

You hand the pen to a spectator and they
can use it to write on a card or bill. You
take it back and IMMEDIATELY cause it
to levitate in the most beautiful horizontal
position, with absolutely no fussing or
fidgeting trying to find the center.

This is EASY. You could literally hook in
PERFECTLY with your eyes closed.  There is no tying. Fearson�s new connection
method eliminates that completely!  No tape, wax or other sticky stuff for those
eagle-eyed spectators to spot� even up close!  Because the pen is so light, it
responds as if it were really floating. The reduced weight also allows you to use the
very thinnest threads available if your conditions require it.

Along with the specially gimmicked Sharpie, you will receive everything you need
to perform, including access to a comprehensive online tutorial video featuring
Steve Fearson, and one original Vectra Thread Bullet containing over 40-feet of
super strong invisible thread ($10 value). Steve teaches two hookups on the video,
and this product is suitable for all skill levels from absolute beginner to pro. No prior
knowledge of thread work is required.

  $35
Web Spinner

Created by JoeJoe and presented by Steve
Fearson.  This gimmick and DVD takes the
fear out of invisible thread work.  Pop the Web
Spinner in your pocket and you are ready to
levitate, animate and suspend objects
impromptu!

STRIP IT!  The Web Spinner turns the tedious
part of invisible thread work into simplicity.  It
almost strips the thread for you.  SPOOL IT!
Functioning as a spooler, the Web Spinner
can release a predetermined length of thread
before stopping and locks it in place.  And it does this with no motors, no batteries
and no elastic bands.  You can replace the thread as easily as tying your shoelaces!
If you have given up thread because of frustration... the Web Spinner will made
you fall in love again.  If you need thread quickly, this is the answer.  The DVD has
a plethora of information and is a goldmine of information.  See website for
more information.

LIMITED QUANTITIES!             Gimmick With DVD...$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-levitation-pen-steve-fearson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/web-spinner-complete-with-dvd-and-gimmick/
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See It To Believe It!
Invisible Ice Cubes
Great for close-up or parlor!

Imagine, if you can, a bowl of regular water with
nothing in it.  Performer reaches in and produces a
handful of large ice cubes!  You have to see it to
believe it!  I did and was shocked.

My wife, Martha, looked at me as though I was
crazy when I asked her to reach into the bowl and
hand me some ice cube!  She said, �There were
NO ice cubes in the bowl!�  I said, �Just reach in
and hand me some.�  She did and laughed out
loud in disbelief as she came out with a
handful of ice!

Invisible Ice Cubes are reusable!  You just cannot
see them in the water.  You receive plenty of the
secret ingredient to make a very generous number

of the Invisible Ice Cubes!  It is a stronger impact if you use a glass bowl so
spectators can see from a distance that there are NO ice cubes in the bowl.  The ice
cubes are the large size cubes (not little ones).  No, the  magical ice cubes are not
eatable! They are for professional entertainment only!  This item is considered an
accessory like, silks, sponge balls, mouth coils, flash paper, etc (all available at
Stevens Magic).    A lot of fun for a small price!

A Great Magic Novelty!  $27.50
Force 4

2 Sizes�Standard & Mini
Originally designed for Wayne�s own chair
test �Signs of Chaos�. FORCE 4 can be
used in many types of routines. Serious
Mentalists and magicians in general will find
a use for FORCE 4 in their act and now
available in 2 sizes!!

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and show four envelope.  As he
passes along a line of four spectator, each one chooses an envelope.  The spectators
have an absolutely FREE choice of any envelope.  EVERY choice is under the
performer�s control... Imagine the possibilities!   FORCE 4 does exactly what the
name suggests... it allows you to force four envelope or folded papers in a very fair
manner.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Night Bonus.  Body Language with Force 4, Signs of Chaos�
Wayne Rogers, Character Eye�s�For School Shows by Jim Kleefeld, and Foreword
�For Library Shows by Jim Kleefeld.

Force 4 Standard...$145           Force 4 Mini...$120

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/invisible-ice-cubes/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/force-4-mini-wayne-rogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/force-4-mini-wayne-rogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/forcefourwaynerogers/
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Exclusively For Stevens Magic
Psychic Tipping-Ouija

Table
For Mentalist, Psychics

& Magicians
A beautifully constructed special table out of
select hardwoods!

Imagine a small group of spectators clustered
around a 12 sided table top.  Spectators are
instructed to place their fingertips on the
table top with little fingers touching the
adjacent spectators little fingers.  The
magician-psychic informs them to
concentrate on a question as he invokes the
spirits from the great beyond to give a sign-
answer to the question!

Can the spirits actually return?  Slowly, the
table begins to move, up and tips! Have the
ethereal spirits made their presence know?
The tips answer the question with �one
tip for yes and two tips for no�!  The
magician-psychic does NOT control the table

The principle of the table tipping is
accomplished by the famous findings of
William Benjamin Carpenter, who coined the

term �IDEOMOTOR ACTION� to explain such phenomena.  IDEOMOTOR
ACTIONS ARE UNCONSCIOUS, involuntary motor movements
performed by people because of prior expectations, suggestions or
preconceptions!  It is a psychological subconscious action! (Like the
swinging pendulum effect).

Louie Gaynor�s Psychic Tipping Table makes this
performance easy as it is specially designed for the
tipping!  The spectators themselves are the ones who
cause the table to tilt up and down!  Can also be used
with the Ouija Planchette, (that comes with it) for
Ouija board performances.  A great effect for stage,
parlor, family room performances.

Comes complete with carrying case and detailed instructions.
$695

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psychic-tipping-gaynor-shipping-not-included/
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Brand New...Just Made It!
Books will be printed
and ready to ship by

Mid-February!

Out Of  My Hat
The Magic Of
David Garrard

By Roger L. Omanson
FFFFForororororeeeeewwwwwororororord bd bd bd bd by Lance Bury Lance Bury Lance Bury Lance Bury Lance Burtontontontonton

Out Of My Hat contains some of
the magic that has made David
Garrard popular with audiences
throughout the United States for
almost 50 years and garnered him
appearances at several major magic
conventions. He is the creator of
Sketch-O-Magic and Pop Pop Poof!

Out Of My Hat includes close-up magic as well as stage effects, children�s
routines and illusion tips and ideas.  There is also a special Friends Section
with magic by Fantasio, Mac King, Dan
Garrett, Stephen Bargatze, Steve Marshall,
James Hargrave, David Ginn, Tommy Ellison
and Dan Stapleton.

�David Garrard has been my good friend for more
than 25 years.  He is one of the most
knowledgeable and proficient magicians I know.�
--Lance Burton

�It was assuring to know that you were going to
be closing our convention.  Your beautiful,
professional, sophisticated style was just the
ticket!  I would highly recommend you to anyone
looking for high quality, magical entertainment.
You are terrific!� --Jep Hostetler, Executive
Director, Columbus Magifest

Soft Cover Only...$40

See additional information for
this book on our website!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/out-of-my-hat-the-magic-of-david-garrard-by-roger-l-omanson-book/
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Get The Details...
Target Number

The Manual
By Ted Karmilovich

What you are about to read is very clean and concise,
lacking of superfluous ad copy or filler� Just the way
the classic artists are, and quite frankly, it�s a bit
refreshing to see�

For 35 years, Target Number has been the highlight
and signature piece of Ted K�s show. While it has
been discussed briefly on Conversations With Mind
Readers and in other books and effects, it has never
been officially released�until now.

The performer projects a number to members of his
audience. One member receives it. An envelope is
opened by the participant describing her exact

appearance in amazing detail! That�s the basic effect, but the manual contains so
much more�tips, handlings, variations, routines, subtleties, etc. Routines with
envelopes, glass boxes, keys, watches, cash boxes, cards, etc. Also revealed for
the first time: Target Card, a gimmick-free, anytime, anywhere presentation.

$200
Festival Magic

By Kyle Peron
The entertainer�s complete guide to working the
festival market. This 110+ page book is jammed
full of the most relevant information you could
ever ask for in regards to working not only festivals,
but also how to work any festival or fair event.
This is one of the ONLY books that is devoted
solely to giving YOU the information you need to
work a market that can generate substantial
income for you year round.

HERE�S WHAT YOU GET:  After countless
hours of research and direct applied experience,
Kyle realized that information on working festival
programs was scarce at best.

Topics such as�Why go into this market?  The fair and festival difference.  The
types of festivals.  Festival myths.  When do festivals book performers.  Your
income potential.  Illusions for festival.  Generating leads.  Do�s and Don�ts of
etiquette.  Assistants.  Crowd warm up.  The art of the bally-hoo.  The free ticket
approach and so much more!  See additional information on website!

$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/target-number-the-manual-ted-karmilovich/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/festival-magic-kyle-peron-book/
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Luca Volpe�The Sentimentalist
The Psychic Show

By Luca Volpe
2015 Annemann Award Winner�Luca Volpe
is following the success of �The White Rose� (his
limited edition book that sold out within a few weeks),
with a new limited release book titled: The Psychic
Show.  Stevens Magic�once again�is proud to
be the exclusive distributor for Luca�s new book.  And
what a book it is� This is the explanation of
Luca�s Psychic Mentalism Show�a full working show
that has served Luca very well over the years.

Only 41 copies remain from the original 200!
Each book comes with a PDF document granting
performance rights.  Many are looking for guidance
on how to construct a complete show from scratch.

Other seasoned performers are asking where they can find something new they
can add to their existing show.  The Psychic Show is the answer with audience
tested routines.  Whether you are putting together a new act, an experienced
performer interested in adding new content, or are in need of inspiration to get
your creative process into momentum�this book is it!

The Psychic Show is a complete show that can be performed at psychic parties,
clubs, small theatres and private functions. It is a journey into people�s future,
hopes and dreams. It is extremely powerful and entertaining.

The show has a full and solid structure and concludes with a wonderful Q&A Act
for which no preparation is required, as it can be performed in real
time. All methods are simple and easy to perform, leaving you to concentrate on
presentation. The routines included are very flexible - they can easily be adapted to
a classic mentalism show with some modifications of the theme. Full scripting of
the entire show is also included.

Bonus: You will also get the explanation of another psychic show that packs
super flat and can be performed anytime and anywhere. It also includes a new way
to perform a Q&A Act! As always, all of Luca�s routines have been tested on real
audiences and everything has already been done for you. You only need to
learn the routines and perform! This is a show that will make you money!
Luca still performs it, with great success and continually receives repeat bookings
from it.

�I sincerely hope you enjoy this book as much as I have and please�READ
EVERY WORD! There is no fluff within these pages, but rather a ton of great
ideas and insights. You could easily make a living off this act alone. Once again
� great job Luca!�  --Richard Osterlind

 $150

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-psychic-show-luca-volpe-book/
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Historical Significance

The Science Behind
The Ghost!

By Jim Steinmeyer
Pepper�s Ghost was the remarkable Victorian
invention which allowed 3-dimensional ghosts to
walk onstage with actors. A beautiful new edition
of �Two Lectures on Theatrical Illusion,� Jim�s
book combines his lectures, �The Science Behind
The Ghost� and �Discovering Invisibility.� This
book is the only complete history of Pepper�s
Ghost, containing the full evolution of this
incredible Victorian invention, diagrams, variations, calculation of sightlines, patent
drawings and photographs.  It details the developments from the 1860�s to the

latest uses of Pepper�s Ghost in Disney theme parks
and modern concerts and stage shows. This book
explains the important principles as used by a wide
variety of inventors and performers.

Book has 189 pages, 8.5 by 8.5 inches, fully illustrated
with diagrams of the principles and color hardcover.

 $65
Not eligible for coupon!

Locked
By James Kleefeld

The ultimate examination of the Seven Keys To
Baldpate plot and the use of locks in mentalism
and magic. Locked is 360 pages of tricks,
routines, explanations, research and history of
lock effects. It contains details of 116 lock
products, descriptions of 107 published lock
routines, explanations of 26 gaffed and
gimmicked lock methods, 62 original never-

before-published routines, 120 photographs of lock
items and 85 original illustrations, including fully detailed

drawings of gaffed lock mechanisms. Locked was compiled and written by Jim
Kleefeld, with a little help from friends like Paul Daniels, Max Maven, Richard
Osterlind, Ray Carlisle, John Archer, Danny Archer, Ken Dyne, Dan
Harlan, Stephen Minch, Wayne Dobson, Mark Strivings, Tim Ellis, Mick
Hanzlik, Chris Manos and more. Locked is fully illustrated in hardcover with a
laminated full-color dust jacket.  Locked is the biggest, best book in mentalism
this year.  There are fully scripted routines that cover a variety of scenarios. It has
material suitable for stage, close-up, parlor, table-hopping, kidshows and strolling.

 $85

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/locked-jim-kleefeld-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-science-behind-the-ghost-jim-steinmeyer-book/
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Jim Steinmeyer�s Miracles
Conjuring Anthology

A unique collection of magic for stand-up performers,
including card effects, small apparatus, diagrams for illusions
and routines for old favorites, complete with patter and
presentation. Readers of MAGIC Magazine prized Jim
Steinmeyer�s many Conjuring articles between 1992 and
2004. Now they�ve been collected in one volume. The
Conjuring Anthology is 526 pages, a full course in magic
with 85 separate effects in 75 chapters and 509 illustrations.
Included are a number of �modern classics� like Onward &
Upward, the new Rising Card routine, Apples & Oranges,

mixing & transposing fruit, and The Five Senses (a demonstration of how we�re
fooled). Also included are four new effects that did not appear in the
Conjuring articles.

After many years of requests, all the Conjuring magic has been
assembled in a quality book. Hardbound and sewn with fabric
binding and foil cover. With a complete table of contents and a
full index. It�s a book you�ll read and use, again and again.

 $65

Technique & Understanding
Jim Steinmeyer�s highly-anticipated new book on
illusions is an exploration of practical methods and new
approaches. It contains some of his most-treasured
secrets, including effects that are already being used by
professional magicians in their performances�
innovative illusions that will become important parts of
your arsenal. The book includes four lectures on stage
magic, eight stand-up routines with full patter, and 16
illusions.

The contents include: The New Orleans Formula,
Nowhere, The Shadow Play Solution, The Fabric
Cabinet Solution, The Cocoon Redux, The Unexpected Illusion, The Travel, The
Paranormal Levitation, The Four-Fold Screen and Platform, The Infinity Cabinet,
Trouble, Cube-ism, Pandora�s Box, Toccata for Light Bulb & Paper Bag. And
finally, Jim explains new principles in stage magic, ingenious new designs that you

might find hard to believe, concealing a person in a three-
inch table. To illustrate the technique and further your
understanding, the principles are used in two amazing new
effects: Long Division and Quantum Mechanics. It�s a
book that will make you think differently about magic, and
creatively about illusions. 300 pages, over 200 illustrations,
hardbound, with explanations and dimensions of every effect.

 $135Not eligible for coupon!

Not eligible for coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/technique-and-understanding-jim-steinmeyer-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/conjuring-anthology-jim-steinmeyer-book/
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Steinmeyer�s Winners

Subsequent Impuzzibilities
This is the third book in the series, and also the largest,
with 13 new effects.  �The Magician Who Fools Himself�
is a hands-off Cards Across routine that Jim has featured
in his lectures.  �The Password Fallacy� is an amazing,
long-distance location of a card in the spectator�s

packet�a worthy successor to the famous �Nine Card Problem.�  �Enigmatic
Tarot� is a fortune-telling effect suitable for telephone or video performances.
Booklet has over 40 pages, with foil stamped cover  and matching format to the
previous two books.

$16
Ensuing Impuzzibilities

This is the fourth book in the series, and features more
astonishing self-working effects.  The contents include
�8-Cards Especial�, in which you name the card selected
randomly from a packet of eight.  �Automatic Ace
Triumph,� a Triumph routine conducted through the
telephone or video. �Moraskill,� a prediction added to Miraskill. �Flummoxed,� an
amazing 3-part card routine.  Other routines include Jim�s �Tuzo Sensu Mystery� and
�Dining Out,� a self-working menu prediction.  �Cue Card Mystery,� a prediction
using a handful of cue cards.  Also a series of innovative equivoque variations, for
playing card selection.  Booklet has 48 pages, with foil stamped cover.

$18

Impuzzibilities
Jim Steinmeyer�s first book is a collection of 13
surprising effects.  It starts with his famous mathematical
�Nine Card Problem� with his variations, and even
includes a �3-Card Monte� and a card transposition
which takes place completely in the spectator�s hands.

The subtitle says it all; �Strangely Self-Working Conjuring.�  This little book
will delight you and arm you with versatile material for audiences.  Booklet is 29
pages, soft cover with foil stamp cover.

$16
Further Impuzzibilities

This is the second book in the series, contains 10 new
effects.  One effect uses no apparatus, just the
spectator�s hands!  �The Five Fiends Blackjack� deal is
a completely self-working Blackjack effect.  The booklet
is a new companion to the original Impuzzibilities,
and the routines are secret weapons for magicians�
designed for those occasions when nothing else will quite do the trick!  Booklet is
29 pages, soft cover with foil stamp cover.

$16

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ensuing-impuzzibilities-jim-steinmeyer-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/subsequent-impuzzibilities-jim-steinmeyer-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/further-impuzzibilities-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impuzzibilities-book/
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